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The term ‘slimy’ refers to the kind of 'wilderness' that is deemed undesired, ‘ugly,’ and abject: weeds, pests, smells, 
disease, deformiIes, death, and wastelands.  Formulated by professor and ecologist Timothy Morton, the term ‘slimy’ 1

describes the opposite side of a desirable, ‘pre+y wilderness,’ that oMen prevails, overlooked, on the verges of society.  2

In nature documentaries and commercial media, the ‘slimy’ becomes side-stepped to exclusively create products that 
display wilderness as exoIc, far-away landscapes to appeal to a mainly western demographic. Hi-tech camera gadgets 
become significant contributors to displaying the aestheIc and photogenic qualiIes of ‘wilderness.’ Thus, the camera 
gadget becomes an important tool to influence how the landscape is perceived. In opposiIon to this idea, Morton 
observes that the unwelcome, other side of ‘wilderness’ needs to be addressed as relevant, as the division of the ‘ugly’ 
and the ‘pre+y’ renders nature as one-sided, incomplete and subsequently defecIve.  The idea of this in-between, 3

marginal space implies a hazy middle ground between what is accepted and rejected as ‘wilderness’ in a social 
landscape. In relaIon to these ideologies, my pracIce a+empts to analyse and deconstruct the role of the camera 
apparatus and its effect on the representaIon of ‘wilderness.' 

   
My pracIce is primarily influenced by the environment around where I live: a rented colonial house on a rural farm, in 
Kaukapakapa, north Auckland. Many social and developmental intersecIons are prominent here, causing marginal 
zones between farmland and roadside, rural and the suburb, and reflecIng the colonial histories of the landscape 
through the ideas of the marginal space my surroundings constantly reflect. In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, my 
research inquired into the connecIons between the virus and the ‘slimy’s’ descripIon. As the naIonal lockdown 
commenced, my research became interested in the ‘slimy’ spreading into the public space in forms of the virus, as well 
as spaces becoming untended and overgrown through the absence of humans. I began collecIng discarded materials 
such as fence posts and bicycle wheels lying around the property, and construcIng makeshiM camera contrapIons out 
of those materials. If the noIon of a desirable ‘wilderness’ is countered by the ‘slimy,’ then the idealised, romanIcised 
perspecIves through industrial hi-tech camera gadgetry becomes responded to by uIlising ill-funcIoning and 
impracIcally built contrapIons. These alternate filming contrapIons, such as Uncycled, are employed to document the 
surrounding terrains of roadside ditches and paddocks, expressing a relaIonship to the site through being components 
obtained from the landscape.   
 

A recent exhibiIon by New Zealand-Balinese arIst Sriwhana Spong, Now Animal, Now Spectral, discusses topics of 
marginality and ‘otherness’ within oneself.  Through the installaIon, themes of female mysIcism, language, life, 4

death, nature and cultural idenIty relates to the noIon of the ‘other’ and exoIcism, parIcularly in relaIon to the 
arIst, referencing her Indonesian heritage.  A scene within a film installaIon depicts Spong in the act of peeling soM, 5

tropical fruit consisIng of a firmed outer skin, and seeds and ovule within. This references birth, foreignness and 
destrucIon, and the transformaIon of a brown, female enIty amid a colonial society. The experience of an enIty's 
change and development views into how the emergence from their heredity reclaims a new posiIon within a culturally 
altered space. I am interested in the histories and encounters Spong brings to her work, implied through tacIle 
performances of marginality between the spiritual and material state of oneself. Although my pracIce looks into what 
externally surrounds me within the land, the idea of a threshold that reflects the world through new perspecIves 
makes a key reference to my research.  
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Wild Objects Opera>on is a work based on local beaches in Rodney. I looked into transiIonal spaces between land and 
sea, and how these discarded or washed up objects could view the site’s topography through their perspecIves, via 
recording videos by placing my iPhone on the arIcles. InstrucIonal documentaIon notes were wri+en on any leM-over 
materials found in my car, as a record of the acIons performed at the locaIon. An archival booklet, Lists, compiled the 
instrucIons, referencing the process-based intervenIon at the sites. Ideas of the ‘slimy’ and ‘wilderness’ thereby 
retain the underpinning factors in my pracIce, through the wider discussions of socio-poliIcal ideologies referencing 
the aestheIcisaIon of the landscape. Capital markets fulfil the desire for entertainment, but consequently trample 
indigenous customs such as Tangata Whenua, as the feIshisaIon of land overhauls cultural influence and observance.   6

 

Concerning text, and their posiIons as ‘instrucIons’ in my making, Fluxus arIst Yoko Ono’s 1960s 
publicaIon, Grapefruit, consists of instrucIonal poems Ono has composed, that offer literary interacIons between the 
arIst and the readers.  The wriIngs become interpreted by the reader, extending the bygone performance of the 7

arIst. Through Ime and space, these performances alter, offering a new meaning each Ime the instrucIon becomes 
encountered. Thus, the viewer parIcipates in simple, oMen arbitrary dialogues with the arIst through instrucIons, 
parIcipaIng in a poeIc system to encounter and observe daily, mundane elements within society. 

‘Wilderness’ is oMen interpreted as being humankind’s a+ested opposite. Referring to this ideology, Fluxus arIst 
Joseph Beuys created a work in 1974: I Like America and America Likes Me, which consisted of himself spending three 
consecuIve days, locked in a New York gallery with a coyote, tentaIvely observing and interacIng with the creature.  8

The idea of reforming relaIonships with an ambivalent, perhaps seen as an opposing body within the room becomes 
re-invesIgated, posing an environment built on hosIlity, as well a certain interdependency between the arIst and a 
feral coyote. I believe this touches on the different levels of relaIonships that humanity could have with its other, 
‘wild’ counterpart, in this case, the coyote: a moIf of ‘wilderness.’ While Beuys’s interacIons remained exclusively 
within the gallery space as to communicate solely with the coyote, my pracIce acIvely seeks out correlaIons of the 
outside terrain, in conversaIon with the surrounding marginal spaces. Acknowledging the nonsensicality in Beuys’s 
works, my performances mimic pseudoscienIfic acIons through such absurd intervenIon. Unlike environmentalists, 
this interacIon between performance and site is not to rescue nature or become its envoy. Rather, I seek a more 
meaningless process, that simultaneously references and lies independent of colonial ideologies of invenIon and 
discovery. It remains purposely frugal in this age of technology, in response to the industrial market and waste 
producIon that contributes to the exacerbaIon of the other side of ‘wilderness.'  
  

The Conceptual Land Art of the 1960s addressed environmental issues of humanity’s relaIonships to nature through 
ambiIous intervenIons within the landscape.  Robert Smithson’s Spiral JeVy famously imprinted the relaIonships of 9

art and nature in 1970, alongside arIsts such as Nancy Holt, and Christo and Jeanne Claude.  Although my work 10

references this era, it is less enamoured with large, heroic mediaIons in the landscape, but rather seeks to intervene 
into the margins of terrains in casual counteracIon. My intervenIons pose a tendency, rather, to spend Ime in the 
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landscape in ephemeral observaIon and interacIon, driven through a nonsensical, arbitrary acIvity similar to the 60s 
art period of Fluxus and conceptualism.  11

 

Following the dissolved wave of Covid-19, Interven>ons in Rodney (where nothing happens) is a journey-based work, 
conducted through weekly inquiries into the estuarial sites of the wider Rodney region: from Orewa to Omaha. The 
sites are presented as abstracted recordings of video and sound, accompanied by a digital work consisIng of text and 
satellite map images, documenIng my travels to the sites. Over the transitory stages of the lockdown, I collected scrap 
car parts from my house, interested in the noIon of how these disintegrated mechanical limbs, almost like dead 
bodies lying around my garden could become re-invented as novel machines to prospect into the landscape. Each 
estuarial site is reflected through an individual filming apparatus, created on-site from a selecIon of the collected car 
parts, in response to the terrain’s geography. The apparatuses perform idiosyncraIcally, as I become the primary 
receiver of the experience that the contrapIons document. The re-created, alternaIve machines serve as carriers for 
my iPhone, cello-taped onto the apparatus, and in such a pragmaIc method they become manoeuvred through the 
terrain, being carried, dragged, pulled, pushed etc.  These shambolic Idal regions host biological life and industrial 
waste in partnership, that forms wastelands akin to the ‘slimy.’  
 
  
TranslaIng the video performances and contrapIons into an indoor space creates a new locaIon to discuss the 
‘slimy’s’ posiIon. Momentarily inhabiIng the gallery as artefacts of significance, the idea of a stereotypical view of the 
New Zealand landscape is subverted and re-pitched through a unique viewpoint. The work bypasses convenIonal 
standards of documentary, and instead focusses on details that are gained through this operaIon: an unstable, 
somewhat violent, someImes moIonless, gri+y, weird, obtrusive recording; in some sense, in tune with the ‘slimy’s’ 
noIon. Concepts of sporadic hybridisaIon within the landscape are discussed, as referenced in Uncycled, through the 
hybrid terrain and ‘slimy’ qualiIes of the apparatus. Transposing the ‘slimy’ to the indoors, it becomes received 
through a recalibrated, renewed encounter. 

  
Like the paradoxes between Beuys and his animal intervenIons,  or Spong’s binaries of corporal bodies and the 12

mysIcal,  Interven>ons in Rodney (where nothing happens) generates an interrupIon in everyday mundanity, 13

enquiring into ideas of marginality through ‘wilderness’s slimy’ buried at society’s edges. The found materials are 
released from their foremost purpose as components of an industrial machine, allowing their structures to become 
viewed as mulI-faceted forms of materiality. Exhibited outside their hierarchies, the estuary sites become 
encountered as new enIIes. Underlying, forgo+en elements within society’s convenIonal binaries emerge from these 
margins, and push past the enduring noIon of ‘humanity versus wilderness.’ Freed from this conflict, these transiIonal 
sites begin to reform through the agency of the contrapIons, enabling a parIcular view into the fragile, unknown, 
ever-changing realms of the ‘slimy.’ 
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